HI- Eigenfrequencies are calculated for the transverse oscillations of ~l round beam radially confined in a solenoidal magnetic field.
where V is the space charge induced potential if the beam sp.ch.
• is non-neutral in equilibrium. The question arises whet:her a given equilibrium distribution f (H ) is stable, or how the choice of 0 0 f affects the stability properties .
. 0
The above defined problem of Vlasov stability of a charge distribution in four-dimensional phase space is of rather general interest. For monotonic decreasing distributions f it is possible 0 to prove stability on the basis of the Newcomb-Gardner theorem 2 , 3 ) • . ~~ile f 0 ' < 0 is a sufficient stability condition for a neutral or a non-neutral case, the theorem does not permit any conclusion if the distribution is non-monotonic. In this case one has to in-vestigate the spectrum of eigenoscillations. This problem was solved in connection with the stability of proton beams 4 >, [ e] . .
and obtain, for f 1
J ei¥v [ ~~L<:> du dpr dp 6 ] da ~· j[P.
(1-2r )-P.
(1-2r )] = -E I: ..
Approximate solutions of the system (22) can be obtained by replacing the infinite determinant by a finite sub~determinant (1 ~ j,£ ~ T). We found rapid convergence if g(a 2 ) was sufficiently smooth within 0 < a 2 < 1, for instance a low order polynomial. Increasing T by 1 allows for new eigerunodes with one additional zero of the eigensolution dV(r)/dr in 0 < r < 1.
In the subsequent·examples we present the eigerunodes with zero, one arid two zeroes which originate from matrices with rarik T = 1, 2, 3. In some cases we have also calculated higher order modes to show their coupling with the lower order modes. We· had ·excellent convergence, for these modes, if we went as far as T = 5. Clearly, one would have to go to larger T if g(a 2 ) had rapid variations in 0 < a 2 < 1, and convergence would presumably break down if there were any discontinuities in 0 < a 2 < l.
In order to apply results to either case 1 or 2 (see Introduction) we use the dimensionless intensity parameter 1/R 2 defined according to Eqs. (6) or (7) and express eigenvalues in terms of a as given by (C) Water-bag distribution, g : 1, (Fig.4) No instabilities have been found for this case of a uniformly filled phase space volume. We note that th~ branches .w 21 , w 32 , w 43
, which were involved in instabilities in the previous cases are not found here. There are, instead, only branches for which a.
is increasing monotonically with increasing intensity. (Fig.S) Again no instabiiities and only·rnonotonically increasing cr.
. J,n For completeness we note that the branches w 21 , w 32 w 4 :l etc.
(absent in (C)) are now al-so monotonically increasing, contrary· to (A) , (B) .
Comparing results for different distribution functions we recognize peculiarities of the eigenrnodes of the K-V distribution.
While the unperturbed K-V beam has uniform density up to a sharp bound~ry, the round eigen oscillations are charac~erized by electric field perturbations which we write in terms of Legendre polynomials and which we label by an integer j, where j-1 gives the number of radial zeroes in the interior of the beam. A second integer n with n = 1 •.
• j indicates the harmonic of the cyclotron frequency at the zero intensity limit. We now observe that for j > 1 instability is connected with the occurrence of modes for which the normalized frequency a. is decreasing with increasing 
